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KOSMISCHES GEFLÜSTER 11:11 

Nachrichten aus dem Universum 

NEWSTICKER Shift Update 9/7 

9. Juli 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl  

 

All qualities of the 5th dimension are now grounded via the distribution portal Sirius and the 

ocean of the sky atmosphere. With every breath you take up the crystalline coding and manifest it 

in your material nature of your creature. 

This encodes a second higher purification wave, which gives you the possibility to dive deeper 

into the consciousness of your universe. Meanwhile you are in the process of understanding the 

language of the incoming source codes better and better. It is not important here to divide them 

into gamma, plasma, or pulsars, but to recognize where in your universe you can find them.  
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Body shows itself resonance and which emotion, which experience values spill here at the comb 

of your so individual wave.  

 

Source codes teach you to read, understand and then work with your inner universe.  

They teach you to make conscious changes. Each perception is the golden inner navigator to 

creation itself - you are creation - connected to everything that is. 

 

It is no coincidence that this great turn between two mighty darkness's, the opening of the 

multidimensional Sirius Gate, takes place and has risen to 44 Hz in the hours of 7/7. 

You may have been able to perceive this elevation and feel inner restlessness, which yesterday 

caused 8/7 NM to swell a somewhat melancholic farewell mood - similar to a late summer mood. 

It is the emotional expression of your mother ship Gaia. After the expression of her restlessness 

(earthquakes, weather phenomena - with suddenly occurring enormously high temperature 

differences, air flow changes, pressure changes) she says goodbye to her outdated source energy. 

Like you these days, practice deep immersion into the inner universe of its evolutionary stages. 

Everything of the obsolete Qualia is once again briefly eyed, good and less advantageous both 

hold each other in history the balance is released here and disappears behind the energetic horizon 

of experiences in the data memory of evolution. The heart of Gaia stretches, weaves more strictly 

with the pulsation of the Galactic Heart. 

 

Here, too, there is support for the out flowing energy of declining Mercury (8/7 - 1/8 Cancer/ Leo) 

with the quality of the wounded Healer's Chiron, which from today the 9/7 (to 13/12 Aries) travels 

backwards, demanding to dive even further inwards.  

 

Both supporting currents are monitored by EE Michael's battalion to accompany Gaia's biosphere, 

your Earth, into the new elemental highly crystalline vibrational plane. But he Lights acts like a 

DEFI (Defibrillator/Shock Giver) and with every touch of the outer membrane of your solar 

system Gaia and all other planets leads deeper into the higher energy planes and docks closer to 

the Multiversal Honeycombs. 

 

All natural beings receive this electromagnetic impulse and consequently the levels of deep 

consciousness are reached here (you earthlings like many others also a part of the nature of all life 

- even if your mind/ego usually makes you forget that). Some things can still shoot up like in a 

pressure cooker to make room for all the great changes. The maturation process is a long process 

from a human point of view - for many a lifetime, but not even a whole breath in the Omniverse.  

The ability to read and understand your energy NOW gives you the pulsation of the stretching 

Omniverse, the BIG WHOLE to understand. To be able to read yourself, your body with all 

expression means to understand the collective, your mother ship, the solar system, your galaxy, 

the multiverse, the omniver of diversity in wholeness. 

 

Use the energetic quality of the source codes not only to CONNECT your present ME but the 

many FRAGMENTS of your SELF of all PRESENCE of each CONTRARY IN THE 

CREATION NOW. 

 

UP and DOWN are merged, presence in 5D is NOW.  

Discover the principle of LOC (love of creation) in you and with all that is. 

J.A. 
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Gratitude Donation 
 
we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 

 
 an  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 BIC UCJAES2M 
 oder  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 

 
The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 
with the other part of the donation you support our spiritual project of the New Light.  
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